in both plants as well as animals. Parthenogenesis takes place in the absence of a zygote that further develops into a mature organism (plants and animals) produce their offspring through cell division and generating a large number of seedless or non-seed organisms (plants and animals). People are also non-seed organisms that are produced locally or imported.

Pakistani companies have asked the government for free 5G spectrum in the country in particular to help businesses realize the need to digitize their operations and through subsidiaries like Supernet and Super Secure and Genesys...

Supernet Limited Co-Signs Agreement With MENA Telecom Operator

The facility and staff at Islamia University of Bahawalpur would gain more visibility in the international education market and thus help improve the standard of education in the country. The British Council Pak-UK Education Gateway Mobility Partnership project for faculty members is a good example of international cooperation, and it is expected that more such projects could be implemented on a larger scale and be more beneficial to the Pakistani faculty in the future. The British Council Pak-UK Education Gateway Mobility Partnership project for faculty members is a good example of international cooperation, and it is expected that more such projects could be implemented on a larger scale and be more beneficial to the Pakistani faculty in the future.

In the fiscal years 2021-2022, National Telecommunications and Information Technology is responsible for the development of IT security audits of 12 Ministries and Divisions. In the fiscal years 2021-2022, National Telecommunications and Information Technology was responsible for conducting and disseminating Technology Security Based (TSB) contained IT security audits of 12 Ministries and Divisions.

The documents also stated that all government institutions and ministries ran their own IT infrastructure for communication and handling of information. The department could evaluate the network IT security audits. These IT security audits have identified weaknesses in IT networks and shared these findings with the relevant government minister, along with recommendations. In addition, the document stated that during the fiscal year the National Telecommunications Security Centre (NTSCI) was inspected by inspection teams from the NTISB, Department of Communication Security (DCS), Pakistan Army, Pakistan Navy, and Pakistans Air Force.

The Department of Communication Security (DCS) supervises and encrypts critical and sensitive information. The DCS is responsible for protecting the security and confidentiality of data and information. The DCS also coordinates with the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and the National Technical Security Authority (NTSA) to ensure the protection of critical information systems. The DCS is responsible for protecting the security and confidentiality of data and information. The DCS also coordinates with the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and the National Technical Security Authority (NTSA) to ensure the protection of critical information systems.
Pakistan’s interesting climate includes mountainous regions, deserts, and coastal areas. The mountains in the north provide a significant resource for hydroelectric power generation, while the southern plains are suitable for agriculture. However, the country faces challenges related to groundwater depletion, drought, and floods, which affect the agricultural sector and the overall economy. Pakistan’s water resources are limited, with the Indus River Basin being the primary source of water for irrigation and domestic use. The country’s water footprint is high, with agriculture accounting for the majority of water consumption. The government has taken several initiatives to improve water management, such as the installation of water meters and the promotion of water-efficient technologies. The country has made efforts to increase water productivity and conserve water resources. However, challenges remain, including the need for better irrigation practices, water conservation, and the development of drought-resistant crops.

The State of Pakistan’s Agriculture 2023, a report recently published by the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC), highlights the importance of the agriculture sector in Pakistan. The report states that Pakistan’s agriculture sector is a significant contributor to the country’s economy, providing jobs and income to a large portion of the population. However, the sector faces challenges related to water scarcity, soil degradation, and pests. The report underlines the need for investment in agriculture, irrigation, and research to improve productivity and sustainability.

Experts urge stakeholders to invest in solar geoengineering potential

The main proposed approach for Solar geoengineering is a reduction in the amount of solar radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface. This can be achieved through the injection of aerosols into the stratosphere, which can reflect sunlight and cool the planet. The International Panel on Climate Change suggests that solar geoengineering could be used as a last resort to mitigate the impacts of climate change. However, there is limited understanding of the potential impacts of such interventions, and further research is needed to assess the risks and benefits.

Pakistan’s Groundwater Aquifer Depleting Faster Than Replenishing: Report

Experts urge stakeholders to invest in solar geoengineering potential

Pakistan’s ranking among the factors contributing to environmental pressures that pose a threat to water inflows into the Indus River basin. Threats from climate change also include the increase in extreme weather events, which can cause floods and droughts, leading to further stress on the already strained water resources. The report highlights the need for a comprehensive water management strategy that addresses both conventional and renewable water sources. The report suggests that the government should prioritize water conservation, efficient irrigation, and the promotion of water-efficient technologies to mitigate the risks associated with climate change.

Pakistan’s Water Resources Report 2023

The Pakistan Water Resources Report 2023, published by the Pakistan Water Resource Authority (PWRA), highlights the need for improved water management to address the challenges faced by the country. The report notes that Pakistan is one of the countries with the highest water stress, with 90% of the population facing water scarcity. The report calls for increased investments in water infrastructure, water conservation, and the development of alternative sources of water. The report also highlights the importance of public awareness and education to promote water-saving practices.

Pakistan’s Climate Risk Index

The Global Climate Risk Index 2023, published by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), highlights Pakistan as one of the countries most vulnerable to climate change. The report notes that Pakistan faces significant risks from extreme weather events, such as floods and droughts, which can cause severe damage to infrastructure, agriculture, and human health. The report calls for increased investments in adaptation and mitigation measures to reduce the risks associated with climate change. The report also highlights the importance of public awareness and education to promote water-saving practices.
Parthenogenesis is divided into haploid and diploid parthenogenesis based on the number of chromosomes in the offspring

Parthenogenesis is divided into haploid and diploid parthenogenesis based on the number of chromosomes in the offspring.
**Dose Optimization And Resistance By Seeding And Seed Assay Through RISQ Test In Phalaris Minor**

**Muhammad Usama Rehmat, Abid Mahmod, Muhammad Usama**

**Phalaris minor (Little corn grass) is a key crop used in waste management practices in Pakistan. It is a fast-growing crop which is grown for its seeds, straw, and forage. The seeds of Phalaris minor are commonly used as a source of biochar, which is a type of charcoal made from agricultural waste. Biochar is a diverse material that can be used to enhance soil fertility and ecosystem services.**

Biochar is a key solution for waste management practices in Pakistan. It is a fast-growing crop which is grown for its seeds, straw, and forage. The seeds of Phalaris minor are commonly used as a source of biochar, which is a type of charcoal made from agricultural waste. Biochar is a diverse material that can be used to enhance soil fertility and ecosystem services.

**Biochar: A Key Solution To Agricultural Waste And Boosting Farm Economy**

Muhammad Usama Rehmat, Abid Mahmod, Muhammad Usama

Pakistan being an agricultural country with a large number of water resources and a large number of water resources is moving towards the sustainable use of these resources. The irrigation system in Pakistan is well-developed and can meet the needs of the agricultural sector. The use of biochar in Pakistan is still in its early stages, and more research is needed to understand its potential for use in waste management and soil improvement.
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Pakistan’s Rising Palm & Soybean Imports: Understanding Key Drivers And Challenges

**S**oybean is not just a major contributor to the health of domestic livestock in Pakistan, its potential for growth and expansion in the country’s agricultural sector is significant.

Soybean production in Pakistan has the potential to boost the economy by providing a source of sustenance for farmers and creating employment opportunities. While it is not a major crop in Pakistan and its cultivation is limited to the country’s Punjab, Sindh, and Balochistan, however, soybean cultivation and production have been increasing in recent years due to the growing demand for soybean meal as an animal feed ingredient. Soybean, the leguminous vegetable, mainly grows in tropical, subtropical, and temperate climates and is cultivated from China and now growing worldwide. It is a very beneficial crop, mostly used as feed for livestock as well as for animals, as sustainable fuel, and as cooking oil.

Soybean cultivation in Pakistan is still relatively small compared to other crops such as wheat, rice, and sugarcane. However, soybean is gaining importance as a cash crop due to its potential as a high-value protein for the animal feed industry. The export of soybean and its by-products can result in a considerable exchange for the country.

In addition, soybean cultivation can also contribute to sustainable agriculture practices in Pakistan by providing per-alternate cycle rotation options for farmers and improving soil fertility.

Despite support measures taken in the last few years, soybean cultivation in Pakistan has not yet gained significant traction, primarily because of its high input costs. However, soybean production in Pakistan from 2015 to 2021 has increased from 3.3 million metric tons to 4.1 million metric tons, with foreign demand accounting for 40% of the total output.

Pakistan’s increasing reliance on imports of vegetable oils, mainly from the United States, has contributed to the rising demand for soybean meal. Despite the availability of local supplies such as rapeseed meal and sunflower meal, Pakistan’s import dependency on soybean and its by-products has increased over the last few years.

However, the country’s soybean production is limited to 60,000 metric tons per year, which is far from meeting the country’s demand. In 2021, Pakistan imported 85% of its soybean meal, with most of the imports coming from the United States, Canada, and South Africa.

Pakistan’s demand for edible oil is significant, and soybean meal has the potential to meet this demand, thereby reducing the country’s reliance on imports. However, the country’s soybean production is limited, and imports are still necessary to meet the country’s demand.

In conclusion, the country’s increasing reliance on imports of vegetable oils has contributed to the rising demand for soybean meal. Pakistan has the potential to increase its soybean production and reduce its import dependency, thereby improving its economic security and reducing its carbon footprint.
**China Continues To Lead South Korean SCI Papers**

South Korean SCI papers reached 10,186 in 2021, up by 3.7 percent from the year before, according to the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Evaluation and Planning. South Korea reported 7,933 SCI papers in 2022, 5.2 percent higher than in 2021.

With a 24.5 percent global share of SCI papers, South Korea, which was at the top of the U.S. in 2020, remained in second place with 13.1 percent in 2021, catching up to the United States for the first time in the number of papers in materials science and 10th in the category of space science.

The institute stated, “This is because the same number of those with higher rankings,” adding, “South Korea now ranks in fifth place worldwide. The highest average was in Singapore (14.5), and South Korea was in third place (9.7).” Science- related research papers published the most (327) in South Korea, followed by engineering (15,705), materials science (5,086), and chemistry (5,409). It said that in 2022, fourth in the number of papers

All studies and associated conclusions of the study deserve further validation and the results need to be carefully examined and critically evaluated by the scientific community. These findings require further confirmation and replication by independent laboratories. The study should be subjected to peer review and subsequent study for publication in a reputable scientific journal.

Chinese researchers have proposed a new and effective antitumor therapy by controlling the environment of hypoxic tumors, which steadily consumes oxygen, to enhance tirapazamine’s capacity to kill tumor cells. The battery can create a discharge and self-charging cycle that steadily consumes oxygen in tumor tissues, converting the oxygen content and pH level of tumor tissues into antitumor cues and healthy cues.

The institute has already received over 40 international applications for carbon nanotube-related patents, indicating a surge in innovation and commercialization in this field.

The battery can create a discharge and self-charging cycle that consumes oxygen in tumor tissues, converting the oxygen content and pH level of tumor tissues into antitumor cues and healthy cues. This approach has the potential to enhance tirapazamine’s capacity to kill tumor cells in vivo. The battery produces neutrons for scientific applications for CARR projects and space materials industries like aerospace, materials, and petrochemicals. The institute is conducting research on the development of a new treatment for tumors using self-charging cycles that provide antitumor therapy.

**China Launches National Data Platform To Digitize Rice Industry Chain**

**China’s Advanced Research Reactor Welcomes Scientists Globally**

**Chinese Space Pioneer Achieves Orbit With Liquid Propellant Rocket**

Space Pioneer is imaging the first launch of its rocket, which has been approved for use in the space industry, marking a significant turning point in the Chinese rocket launch sector.

The rocket used coal-derived kerosene has recently derived kerosene has recently been approved for use in the space industry, marking a significant turning point in the Chinese rocket launch sector. The first Chinese private launch company, Space Pioneer, has successfully launched a rocket using liquid propellant into orbit.

The rocket was launched from the Tanigami-2 (“Sky Dragon-2”) launch complex at the Space Pioneer Tanigami Launch Center.

**Chinese Scientists Warn Against Food Security Over Reliance On Imports**
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The 3D holograms the researchers developed have the potential to provide a new and effective way to monitor and treat Alzheimer’s disease. A novel technique for producing these holograms is being explored by researchers. These kinds of holograms could allow medical professionals to create realistic representations of the brain in virtual reality and other applications by cramming more details into a 3D image. The team, which includes experts from Princeton University and the University of California, San Diego, noted that 3D holograms could displace traditional medical imaging methods and allow for more comprehensive monitoring of Alzheimer’s patients.

Researchers Develop New Way To Create More Realistic 3D Holograms

The United States lagged behind other nations with national health systems during what we need to make a lot of progress on. Businesses must be ready for the dramatic expansion. Businesses must be ready for the dramatic expansion. Businesses must be ready for the dramatic expansion. Businesses must be ready for the dramatic expansion.

Acoustic Waves Can Rid Microplastics Pollution From Contaminated Water

This research is promising, according to Rodney Priestley, a professor of chemical and biological engineering at Princeton University who was not involved in the study. Microplastic pollution can be removed from contaminated water because acoustic waves are used to break down the plastic particles, which are then trapped in a vacuum chamber's (AC) sparging water. The researchers are from the field of machine learning, computer science, and artificial intelligence program developed by OpenAI.

AI Could Tackle Challenges But Possess Potential Risks To Society: Biden

President claimed that social media has a significant influence on people’s mental health, demonstrating that new technologies can cause serious mental health problems. The President encouraged everyone to engage in open conversations about ChatGPT, and artificial intelligence program developed by OpenAI.

MSU To Install K500 Cyclotron For Chip Testing Facility

The facility will be housed in the Zane Backhouse Science Center, the agencies made the announcement at Ellington Field in Houston, Texas. The Artemis II crew is an interdisciplinary team of engineers and navigators led by NASA. The facility will contribute to the nation’s current national security, economic, and commercial space effort. A new generation of researchers will be trained to use the facilities.

ChatGPT Creates False List of Legal Experts For Sexual Harassment

The real name of Bill Gates has been revealed by NASA and the National Space Council. NASA Releases Artemis I Crew Names For New Moon Mission

The Artemis II crew is an interdisciplinary team of engineers and navigators leader by NASA. The facility will contribute to the nation’s current national security, economic, and commercial space effort. The team is thrilled to present a Q&A interview with ChatGPT, an artificial intelligence program developed by OpenAI.

Nasa Releases Artemis I Crew Names For New Moon Mission

Commander Rick worman, Pilot Victor Glover, Mission Specialist 1 Christina Hammock, Mission Specialist 2 Jeremy Hansen, the agencies made the announcement at Ellington Field in Houston, Texas. The Artemis II crew is an interdisciplinary team of engineers and navigators led by NASA. The facility will contribute to the nation’s current national security, economic, and commercial space effort. Artemis II crew members included:

AI Startups In USA Continue To Advance Technology In 2023

The researchers are from the field of machine learning, computer science, and artificial intelligence program developed by OpenAI.
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Malaysia, China To Set Up High Performance Data Center In Malaysia

The high performance data center (HPDC) is expected to be opened in the first quarter of 2024 in Simpang Tua, Johor, a significant development for the city’s economy.

Shanghai DC-Science Co Ltd in China, in collaboration with MNB Holdings Berhad, a wholly owned subsidiary of Malaysia-based venture capital company, TusStar Malaysia, has signed an agreement to establish the HPDC in Malaysia. The data centre project is one of the first large-scale direct investments that Malaysia’s prime minister, Dato Sri Anwar Ibrahim, has announced in his first trip to China, which will take place from March 30 to April 2, 2023.

The high performance data centre, which spans a 1 hectare site at the Sime Darby Park-Tech Park in Johor, is a significant development for Malaysia. It will contribute more than 50 data centres throughout the country, as UTM’s DC-science’s first location outside of the country.

According to the agreement, TusStar Malaysia and TusStar Malaysia China Digital Cooperation & Development Centre (MCDC) will establish a joint project to jointly invest, manage, and develop the HPDC. The project is expected to be completed in 2024.

Malaysia's Ninth Schedule of the Federal Constitution, as amended by the Eleventh Schedule of the Federal Constitution 2023, states that the state government is responsible for the development of natural resources.

According to TusStar Malaysia, the HPDC will be based on the concept of introducing a state-of-the-art datacenter, which is essential for the country’s digital transformation and economic growth. The project aims to create a datacentre ecosystem that will support the construction of under-ground infrastructure, including engineering solutions, which includes providing reliable transmission, cooling, and energy efficiency solutions as well as building and commissioning the project.

The datacentre will be equipped with energy-efficient technologies and will contribute to the country’s efforts to reduce carbon emissions. It will also provide opportunities for local businesses to participate in the digital economy.

Malaysia is a key player in the global digital economy, with a strong focus on digital transformation and the development of the digital ecosystem. The establishment of the HPDC is expected to further boost the country’s efforts towards becoming a digital nation.

For nearly 50 years, researchers have been working tirelessly to identify and address the latest cyber threats. Cybersecurity research is crucial for the development of new methods to protect against cyber threats. UTM's research and development in cybersecurity research is essential for the country’s digital transformation and economic growth.

The UTM has made significant contributions to the field of cybersecurity, providing valuable insights and innovations that are shaping the future of the digital economy.

Kairous Capital To Establish MCDCC & Development Fund In China

The main investment focus of the Kairous Capital is in Chinese technology companies and to export their technology and expertise from China to Southeast Asia. The Firm is one of the largest venture capitalists in China. Kairous Capital announced its signing of a long-term Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Digital Way Group and China Industrial Zone and Batu Kawan in Penang’s Bayan Lepas Free Industrial Zone and Batu Kawan Industrial Park. The company will expand its operations in Malaysia.

Kairous Capital has traditionally focused on investment in cybersecurity as well as the critical role that cybersecurity and information technology play in reducing cyber threats. The company has also developed and deployed significant efforts in cyber security research.

Kairous Capital's President, Dr. Meghan Azad, said, "Kairous Capital is committed to advancing science and engineering in Canada, through our support of Canadian researchers. We are excited to be working with TusStar Malaysia on this project to establish a high-performance data centre in Malaysia. This project will not only benefit Malaysian researchers and businesses, but also contribute to the global digital economy."

Kairous Capital has partnered with TusStar Malaysia to set up a data centre in Malaysia, which is expected to significantly contribute to the country's digital transformation. The project is expected to create job opportunities and contribute to the country's economic growth.

The project is expected to be completed in 2024, providing a boost to Malaysia's technology sector and contributing to the country's efforts to become a digital nation.

Kairous Capital, a leading technology company, has traditionally focused on investment in cybersecurity as well as the critical role that cybersecurity and information technology play in reducing cyber threats. The company has also developed and deployed significant efforts in cyber security research.

Meanwhile, the Malaysian government has been proactive in approving the exploration of REE mineral resources. According to the Malaysian government, the exploration of REE mineral resources is essential for the country's industrial development. The government has also taken steps to ensure that the exploration activities are carried out in an environmentally sustainable manner.

The Malaysian government has been proactive in approving the exploration of REE mineral resources. According to the Malaysian government, the exploration of REE mineral resources is essential for the country's industrial development. The government has also taken steps to ensure that the exploration activities are carried out in an environmentally sustainable manner.
ChatGPT, The Popular Artificial Intelligence Chatbot Bans In Italy

The well-known artificial intelligence chatbot ChatGPT from American start-up OpenAI has been banned in Italy due to concerns over its impact on the Western world in terms of originality and safety.

ChatGPT has banned in Italy due to concerns over its impact on the Western world in terms of originality and safety. The Italian Data Protection Authority (Garante) said that the ban was to prevent citizens from imprecise drug property protection, business intelligence, and the spread of personally identifiable information.

The regulator also expressed concern over the impact of ChatGPT on drug data breach detection and the spread of personally identifiable information. The ban was extended to all stakeholders, including universities and researchers, who were using the chatbot.

The Italian Data Protection Authority (Garante) has also warned users of the potential victim of ChatGPT, which has been outlawed for the first time in the Western world in Italy. Dan Holbein, fraud prevention officer at Volkswagen, said: "We need to be thinking about it carefully now, and acting on it from a regulatory perspective." Volkswagen, which is involved in solving the IT skills shortage in Europe, has invested in a new program to train highly skilled software developers and system administrators.

The new program's objectives include increasing youth participation in decision-making, enabling them to reach an agreed goal, and demonstrating the viability of the chatbot. The Volkswagen Group has announced plans to regulate AI by applying existing regulatory frameworks. It is preparing key principles for companies to use AI products, such as search, transparency, fairness, accountability, and legal enforcement, in line with EU requirements.

The AI field is seen as ripe, transparency, and representativeness of the research. Volkswagen is actively involved in solving the IT skills shortage and helping students and businesses understand the need for a bigger budget. It is already planning to use its new chatbot technology in the field of AI use.

The chatbot will be suggested by the European Commission's future science platform (FP10) and involve one million students in solving the IT skills shortage in Europe. Volkswagen is a partner in the Horizon Europe's digital innovation program, and the new program aims to involve one million students in solving the IT skills shortage in Europe.
Dr. Chrisl Elumnuo, the chairman of UNCOS Group, provided illuminating statistics and key insights into the importance and potential of blockchain technology in Africa.

The collaborative efforts between nations will also promote the adoption of specialized technology and blockchain. The initiative includes the implementation of criminal justice reform, enabling users to transact in a secure, transparent, and efficient manner with the use of smart contracts.

A deal between a Swedish company that specializes in molecular research and a South African life science platform may enhance advance science in Africa. The agreement allows the nations to work together in sectors such as health insights, biotechnology, and infrastructure. The two nations have a shared commitment to advancing scientific research and fostering innovation in the field of life sciences.

A deal, however, has been struck to advance the life sciences and health insights in Africa. The agreement has been signed by a Swedish company that specializes in molecular research and a South African life science platform, which will enhance advance science in Africa. The agreement allows the nations to work together in sectors such as health insights, biotechnology, and infrastructure. The two nations have a shared commitment to advancing scientific research and fostering innovation in the field of life sciences.
Researchers Develop Images Using AI To Decode Brain Activity

The new technique increases the luminous-efficiency of some semiconductor particles by about 1,000 times using multifunctional tip-enhanced spectroscopy and dynamic control.

The technique works by using artificial intelligence to enhance the performance of semiconductor particles. Researchers from ITMO University in St. Petersburg, Russia, and Osaka University, Japan, have developed a method that allows for more efficient and accurate decoding of brain activity.

The researchers used AI to analyze data from tip-enhanced spectroscopy experiments. By using a combination of machine learning algorithms, they were able to identify patterns and characteristics in the data that could not be detected by traditional methods.

In addition to improving the efficiency of semiconductor particles, the researchers believe that their technique could be used in a variety of other applications, such as medical imaging and drug discovery.

The researchers have applied for a patent on their method and hope to bring it to market in the near future. They believe that the technique could have a significant impact on the field of neuroscience and help to advance our understanding of the brain.